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Euphemia Nahirios

is a player character played by Sigurd.

Species: Elysian (Caelisolan)
Gender: Female

Age: 20
Height: 6’3” (1.9 m)
Weight: 115lb (54kg)

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Cook/Biologist

Rank: Santo hei
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

YSS Sakishima1.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6’3” (1.9m)
Mass: 115lb (52kg)
Measurements: 36A-22-35

Build and Skin Color: True to her race she is is very slender. Her legs are the most striking part of her
thanks to her considerable height. Euphemia plans on gaining more muscle while she already has a thin
layer of wiry muscle underneath she still thinks she's too scrawny for her liking.

Her skin could best be described as a chalk white. She doesn't freckle or tan, she burns rather quickly.

Eyes and Facial Features: Here eyes are large and round with an ice blue color. Her face has a
chiseled look to it. She keeps two expressions on her face most of the time an inviting smile or a simple
tableau of peace.

Ears: her ears are ever so slightly pointed. With peircings running up the back of her ears.

Hair Color and Style: Her hair is bright red kept shaved on the sides with the top pulled back into a
ponytail that reaches the base of her neck.

Distinguishing Features: Her most obvious feature is her large set of wings dyed the same bright red
as her hair. Her wingspan is about 1.5x the wingspan of her arms. She also has a septum piercing and a
small brow piercing.
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Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Euphemia first and foremost a social person she'll talk to anyone and everyone. Thanks to
her time in the kitchens she has a habit of being sarcastic edging into annoying on her worst days.
Euphemia simply can not stand being idle she has to be doing something vaguely productive or she'll get
increasingly irate. The kitchen is basically her holy place and her studio. She can unwind and express all
of her troubles, doubts, or pleasures straight into her cooking, every second spent preparing food is a
second spent in heaven.

Likes: Cooking, reading, conversation of all kinds, adventure, learning anything new, feeding other
people, and exercise.
Dislikes: Being idle, the closed minded,the ECE, classists, picky eaters, and
Goals: To be better than her birth. To live a life of luxury without harming anyone.

History

Family (or Creators)

Cappadocia (mother) Abraxos Nahirios (Father) Sariel (Oldest Sister) Esther (Second Oldest) Laylah (Third
Oldest) Hayyela (Fourth Oldest)

Pre-RP

Euphemia was born the youngest of 5 girls in the Plebian class. Her father was a cook while her mother
worked in construction. Her mother hated the work she did and tried to instill resentment of authority
and order in all of her daughters. It worked by the time Euphemia was 10 Cappadocia and her 4 eldest
daughters ran away from home and the rigid class system of their homeworld.

Meanwhile Euphemia and Abraxos stayed at home. Her father worked as a loyal cook to a very high
ranking Senator since Euphemia was nothing more than a bump in her mother's belly. Euphemia grew up
in kitchen she never went hungry thanks to her father constantly using her as taste tester and occasional
leftover disposal for the senator’s meals. The senator grew to like his head chef, when the Caelisolan
program was started he put Abraxos and Euphemia the (only loyal daughter) on the high priority list for a
new pure body. Her father saw this shift as a second chance for his daughter he insisted she learn
something other than cooking so that she could get ahead in life. She began reading everything and
anything, she took to three subjects most of all: xenobiology, sociology, and linguistics.

Unfortunately as she progressed in her knowledge she saw just how wrong the caste system was.
Euphemia needed to get out. She ran away, to the first open space she could find, the Yamatai Star Army
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Skills

Communications

Euphemia can operate all forms of radio communication in both non combat and combat situations. She
is fluent and fully literate in Yamataigo, Trade, Seraphim, Abwheran, and Lorath. She can study other
languages and develop an understanding of that language in a very short amount of time.

Fighting and Physical

She received hand to hand to combat training, along with physical training and a personal workout
regimen. She can fight armed or unarmed in 0g or in Yamatai like gravity. Her training includes energy
weapons, knives, and power armor (although her wings make using power armor for long periods of time
very challenging).

Technology

She can operate any computer system running on the Kessaku OS, she can enter and search information.

Mathematics

She has received training up to algebra, and trigonometry.

Culinary

Thanks to her upbringing and some additional military training she can prepare pretty much any meal on
request (resources allowing). She can also improvise meals with limited tools in crisis situations. She can
be creative with the food she creates, it will be a cold day in hell before she is starved for ideas.

Biology

She has received extensive education in biology. With a specialization in Xenobiology she can analyse
alien species both alive and dead. She is also capable in regards to genetic and evolutionary studies.

Humanities

To accent her knowledge in Biology and Linguistics she studied up on sociology so that she could better
understand alien cultures. Euphemia has a clear understanding of how socioeconomic factors can play on
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a civilization's development.

Inventory

has the following items:

* Ke-M2-2D "Mindy II" Power Armor or another armor designated by ship captain. 1)

Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Rifle (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:
Toiletry Kit
Environmental Suit
2 Duty Uniforms

1 Star Army Cap, Type 32
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32

2 Working Uniforms. Includes boots and gloves.
2 Exercise Uniform (can also used as sleepwear)
Undergarments
Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 36
Pistol, Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1 extra)
Scanner, Science, Type 31
EM-J5-1 Flying Assistant Robot Series (SAOY)

*Star Army Science Kit, Type 31

Finances

is currently a santo hei in the Yamatai Star Army .

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Euphemia Nahirios
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Unknown
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Cook
SAOY Assignment YSS Sakishima

1)

Non-standard characters should use a Ke-M10 Modular Combat Armor System in place of the Mindy 2.
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